
THE BRIEF
The new owners of Manchester City FC are investing heavily in the quality of facilities 
they provide to their elite athletes. Another client, Portsmouth FC, recommended 
SIBCAS to the English Premier League club to provide high quality medical and 
rehabilitation facilities at their Carrington ground. It was imperative that the building 
reflected the club’s very high standards in their bid to become one of the world’s 
footballing superpowers.

PROJECT SCALE
345 square metres
Single Storey - PermaSpace

BUILDING USE
• Doctors Office
• Ultrasound Room
• Medical Administration
• Massage Rooms
• Rehabilitation Room
• First Team Treatment Room

CHALLENGES
• Tight timescale from order to handover
• Potentially hazardous power line proximity
• Linking to an existing building
• High lux level in the treatment area

OUTCOME
The buildings were successfully installed on time, within budget and to the highest 
standards. We fitted out the Permaspace building in our factory-controlled environment, 
and our experienced craftsmen selected and installed only the highest quality materials 
and finishes. The treatment areas had specialist lighting installed to achieve 1000 lux at 
bed height without compromising the aesthetic finish. The building exceeded the client’s 
expectation in terms of quality and SIBCAS were once again commended for our 
outstanding service.
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